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Abstract: With scientific and technological progress and era development, there is also a considerable development in big data; Chinese former engineering management methods have been unable to adapt to this era under rapid development and have suffered a series of challenges. This paper carries out a research on practical application of big data mining technology in engineering project management from perspective of interaction between engineering project management and big data mining, management difficulties of big data mining in engineering project management, optimization means for big data mining technology in engineering project management, and project progress control model for big data mining.
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Currently, the big data mining technology is widely applied in various fields of social economy; this paper combines with engineering management to talk about the application of big data mining technology. In engineering project management, the key is to establish the project team of big data mining to optimize the technology, and establish project progress control model so as to provide effective information for the decision-making of project management. The scientific management on information resource has now become the most important problem in engineering management, and the appearance of big data mining technology brings a new direction for engineering project management; this technology provides effective data for project decision-making and greatly improves the efficiency of all links of engineering
management project.

I. Interaction between engineering project management and big data mining

(I) Development trend of engineering project under background of big data

In modern society, with continuous economic development, each industry must have advanced scientific and technological management in order to win a victory in the competition, and the scientific and technological management is just a very important content in engineering project management. The scientific and technological management is a network information platform on which it is able to collect, screen, and file multifarious information resource, and it takes computer technology as a basis to manage enormous information flow and resource flow to realize information-based and automatic scientific and technological management. Chinese project management also has many features of scientific and technological management, and the development direction of data is diversified and information-based. The engineering industry is characterized by large scale, large data size, wide coverage area, many participants, and multiple influence factors, etc., and those features cause diversified project engineering management. Those features are reflected at all links of engineering management, and most of management information come from those features, such as management on human power, material resources, and financial resources, and source channels of information. Besides, the engineering project uses a long-period management model; in this way, the information flow can be continuously distributed in time flow, thus it can be seen that it is an inevitable trend to carry out information-based management in engineering project.

(II) The big data mining provides a new direction for optimization of engineering project management.

The big data mining can provide a new road for scientific and technological information management of engineering project, and also can greatly improve the efficiency of engineering project, and risk and quality management efficiency, etc. The big data mining technology can greatly improve the efficiency of project engineering management; due to many reasons, the efficiency of engineering project management becomes very low, but the big data mining technology can effectively
improve the data management efficiency. A series of problems which often happen in project assessment, such as index and evaluation cost beyond expectation, can be solved via big data mining technology. Through introducing big data mining technology into engineering project management, it is able to easily find the most crucial performance index in database; in this way, the work efficiency of engineering project management is greatly improved, and the workload is obviously reduced.

In engineering field, various kinds of risks are hidden in complicated and enormous data, thus the whole project can’t realize a normal and stable development. The data warehouse of big data management not only can collect current and historic data, but also can process and transform various kinds of data so as to form a data set with close relation, provide convenience for project data users, and make information platform become transparent; in this way, it is able to effectively avoid the risk of some false information and communication barrier in information flow.

II. Management difficulties of big data mining in engineering project management

(I) The engineering projects face challenge.

The rigidity and inertia always exist in evaluation process of engineering design, thus the engineering projects can’t be well combined with market demand. Under the background of big data mining, the market demand is transformed into various kinds of data; in case of no timely handling, the following difficulties will appear:

1. Getting a not thorough understanding of data so that the engineering design and evaluated projects don’t conform to market demand;

2. Making a not accurate judgment on data so that there is a gap between engineering design and assessment and original situation, thus the projects are unexpected and not popular in the market.

It can be seen that the market demand is diversified and it is very easy for engineering project management to deviate from correct track and face challenge.

(II) The quickened change in economic environment makes engineering project face risk.

The current social economy is under rapid change; with appearance of many new
technologies, the social economy environment is influenced by multiple factors and there is a possibility that the social economy environment changes at any time, thus the engineering project also suffers a series of challenges accordingly such as cost, quality, progress, and safety. For example, if the engineering scale is continuously expanded, the fund shall increase accordingly, and then there will be a large batch of cost data and fund data; under this condition, the traditional engineering management mode can’t adapt to this large-scale engineering project construction, and the engineering progress and cost will be influenced. The expansion of engineering project scale will cause the change in some basic data which will be expanded; the traditional management mode in terms of construction can bring potential safety hazard except for not guaranteeing quality and quantity of engineering.

III. Optimization means for big data mining technology in engineering project management

(I) To optimize big data mining management and system

1. To determine the train of thought. While determining the structure, it is required to make a consideration through centralized control and layer management; the project company can make use of this technology to collect data and then regard the data as control carrier; the project company carries out data acquisition according to the data requirements of group company, and then the group company carries out various aspects of analysis and decision-making on those data. Those data include the data acquired by project company, and also include the contrary external data acquired by group company; in this way, it is able to keep data integrity.

2. To formulate some systems according to a series of principles. Those principles include: principle of centrality with respect to business, control, data, and management, and the established systems include: system related to project construction, systems related to data processing center, system related to business approval, and system related to data communication at company decision-making level. Those data shall be mined and managed by data center; and then the project department will carry out classification and analysis and then enter the data into information system center, and later propose decision-making suggestions and support
for corporate decision-making layer; the project department can carry out relevant construction operation according to those data indexes and prompts.

(II) To establish big data mining project management team which will effectively solve the problems incurred in management

The purpose of constructing this big data mining project team is to make engineering project realize a good effect under condition of little cost and short time under the premise of constraining some resources.

1. To establish a project progress data mining project team. This project team is responsible for classifying various kinds of data, such as supplier’s data, construction basic data, integrated fund data, and engineering plan data; through mining on those data, it is able to establish some corresponding control system so that the construction can be made as scheduled.

2. To establish an engineering quality data mining project team. This project team is responsible for quality inspection data, project progress data, logistics storage data, and construction basic data, etc. Through data mining technology, it is able to establish relevant system and effectively avoid the risk in construction quality caused due to nonstandard management and not scientific plan.

3. In order to solve some problems incurred in project management, it is required to establish a cost control data mining project team. This project team is responsible for classifying various kinds of data, such as schedule data, fund data, quality control data, and cost checking data, as well as establishing a corresponding control system to effectively avoid some problems such as unsuitable quality control and project delay.

IV. Project progress control model for big data mining

The most difficult problem in engineering project management is the control on project progress. There are many reasons which can cause project delay, such as insufficient preparations, deviations in project design, unsuitable construction management, and delayed arrangement of equipments. In actual construction, those reasons don’t certainly exist; however, the weather and environmental factor also cause influence on project progress, but not all projects are influenced by those factors, and there also exist some other reasons. Those reasons are reasons which we can
know, but there are many reasons which we are unfamiliar with and pay less attention to although they still can influence project progress. In actual construction, some cause and effect relationships exist in an objective form; if we want to solve those problems better, we shall make a mining on data in engineering project management and then make a decision on the basis of rational data analysis.

In the process of mining on construction data, an important link is to establish relevant mechanism and department which can store the data for analysis. Generally, there exists business relation between the personnel of project department and construction site; the project department shall use information system to completely enter the information of various construction sites, and then deliver the data to corporate database; similarly, the company can also transmit the data in database to project department. In the actual management process of all departments, the information in database can provide important reference basis; besides, the analysis can be made on data information through data project team.

As for different types of engineering management, the data in big data mining has different features, and the data mining can be made only via reasonable allocation of different data; besides, according to different types of data, the different features of data are combined to lay a firm foundation for establishing a complete data warehouse so that the data warehouse system established can conform to certain scientific rules and some obvious effects can be seen.

(I) Reasons which cause time delay

In actual work, the association rule method is adopted to carry out analysis on reasons which cause time delay so as to ensure accurate data mining. The so-called association refers to the situation that there exist certain rules between two data or above, and the association analysis is made for the purpose of finding out association network of data information, and carrying out analysis and discussion on association rules to obtain effective solutions. Some reasons can’t be seen, such as snow and rain, high wind, heavy fog, hail, and typhoon, all of which may cause time delay in the process of engineering implementation and then the engineering can’t be completed as scheduled, thus the quality of engineering management will decrease.
(II) Appraisal on work weight of sub-projects

There are many tasks in engineering project management, thus it is required to divide sub-projects for management to realize clear project schedule; in specific work links, the certain scientific measurement is often made via project percentage. While the appraisal on sub-projects is made, it is required to avoid blindly or mechanically adding the percentage of total engineering projects, but use addition algorithm according to construction time. Meanwhile, the relatively effective plan shall be formulated to ensure accuracy of project progress. Besides, as for the situation that the completion time of sub-projects existing in engineering project exceeds workload, the problem will happen in project summary; in engineering construction process, the situation that the completion time is more than workload often happens in many aspects, such as purchasing materials or equipment arrangement; under this condition, it is required to carry out appraisal on all sub-projects via data mining and then obtain more accurate project progress result.

V. Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper starts from interaction between engineering project management and big data mining to analyze the development trend of engineering project under background of big data and propose a new direction for optimization of engineering project management, and then analyzes management difficulties of big data mining in engineering project management, explains the challenges and risks faced by engineering management, and then proposes optimization means for big data mining technology in engineering project management. Through this reform, it is able to make the big data mining play a more obvious function in engineering project management, and also effectively solve a series of problems incurred in engineering project management.
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